
Statistics Problems

Name: Date:

1. Spring Break

Working with Data: Probability and Statistics

A reporter for the school newspaper asked 75 randomly selected
students if they would be traveling over spring break. Students
who responded that they would be traveling were asked whether
they would be traveling by plane, train, car, or bus. The table
below shows the results of the poll.

Student Travel
Over Spring Break

Travel Plans Number of
Students

Not traveling 34

Traveling by plane 10

Traveling by train 6

Traveling by car 23

Traveling by bus 2

The school has 480 students. Based on the results of the poll,
how many of the school’s students should be expected to travel by
plane over spring break?

2. Emily wants to know the favorite food of middle school students in
her school. Which activity will give Emily the best information?

F. She surveys every student in her math class.

G. She asks all of the teachers in her school.

H. She observes the students in her school cafeteria for a week.

J. She surveys every tenth student leaving her school cafeteria.

3. Amanda asked a random sample of 40 students from her school to
identify their birth month. There are 300 students in her school.
Amanda’s data is shown in this table.

Student Birth Months

Birth Month Number of Students

January 3

February 0

March 3

April 10

May 4

June 3

July 4

August 3

September 2

October 2

November 3

December 3

Which of these statements is best supported by the data?

A. Exactly 25% of the students in Amanda’s school have April
as their birth month.

B. There are no students in Amanda’s school that have a
February birth month.

C. There are probably more students at Amanda’s school with
an April birth month than a July birth month.

D. There are probably more students at Amanda’s school with a
July birth month than a June birth month.

4. There are three students who are running for student council
president. Mrs. Jones randomly surveyed some of the students
who will vote and recorded the results in the table below. If there
are 480 students in the school, approximately how many will vote
for Jackson?

Candidates Nick Jackson Taylor

Survey Results 15 18 12

F. 192 G. 18 H. 86 J. 90
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5. Roscoe wanted to find out which video games to play at his
birthday party. Which of the following questions would best help
him decide which game to play?

A. Do you like TV better than video games?

B. What do you like to do in your spare time?

C. Do you like fruit punch or soda to drink?

D. What is your favorite video game?

6. Six students in Mr. Salazar’s math class conducted a probability
experiment. Each student was asked to flip a quarter and spin the
arrow on a colored spinner.

The results of the experiment are shown below.

John: Heads/Blue Sally: Heads/Blue

Mary: Heads/Red Zeke: Tails/Yellow

Paul: Tails/Blue Jill: Tails/Blue

If the experimental results closely match the theoretical probability
of the colored spinner, which of these is most likely the spinner
that was used?

F. G.

H. J.

7. Lincoln High School is considering adding co-ed soccer to the
sports program for the fall season. In order to get an unbiased
sample of interest in soccer, the school should survey which group
below?

A. all girls in dance class

B. the varisty football team

C. all students who were elected this year to the student council

D. every third student entering second period class

8. Which of the following could represent a census of a school?

F. sophomore class G. P.E. classes

H. math club members J. entire student body

9. Student council is planning lunchtime activities for Spirit Week.
They want to survey students to determine which activities are the
most popular. Which of the following is the best group for them
to survey?

A. The Freshman, JV, and Varsity football teams.

B. The Dance Team and the Band.

C. The Speech Club and the Drama Club.

D. One English class at each grade level.

10. Celia has a large container in which four different kinds of coins
are thoroughly mixed. She wants to take a sample of her coins
to estimate which kind of coin she has the most. Which of the
following methods is the best way for her to select a sample?

F. taking one coin from the container

G. taking coins until she has one of every kind

H. taking ten coins of each type from the container

J. taking thirty coins out of the container without looking
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11. Emil wants to find out the most popular football team at a game
between the home team and the visiting team. Which of the
following methods will give him the most accurate results?

A. surveying the cheerleaders for the home team

B. surveying people wearing hats for the visiting team

C. surveying a group of people standing in line for tickets

D. surveying people who do not live in the home team’s city

12. A cereal company claims that its new cereal has 100 marshmallow
hearts in each box. Each box contains 8 cups of cereal. In your
answer, explain how you could design an experiment to find out
if the cereal company’s claim is true without dumping all of the
cereal out and counting all of the hearts.

13. Philip and Veronica are in band together. He asked her a statistical
question. Which question could Philip have asked Veronica?

A. How many instruments do you own?

B. How much did your first instrument cost?

C. How old were you when you started playing an instrument?

D. How long are the songs you practice playing on your
instrument?

14. A journalist is interested in estimating the percentage of
Massachusetts residents who support the use of state tax dollars to
pay for a new civic center in Springfield. Which of the following
would result in the most reliable estimate?

F. Survey 100 randomly selected civic center board members.

G. Survey 100 randomly selected Boston residents.

H. Survey 100 randomly selected Springfield residents.

J. Survey 100 randomly selected Massachusetts residents.

15. Ms. Madison, a dance teacher, wants to know if students would go
to an after-school dance. According to simple random sampling
principles, which of these is the best method to survey students
about the dance?

A. Ask 50 girls to complete a survey.

B. Ask 50 students who attended the last dance.

C. Ask 50 randomly selected students from her classes.

D. Ask 50 randomly selected students from the school.

16. Apples from an orchard need to be sampled to see if they are
sweet enough for juice. The orchard has 25,000 apple trees. Each
tree has at least 1,000 apples.

Alfred suggests, “Randomly choose one tree and test 500 apples
from that tree.”

Betsy suggests, “Randomly choose 1,000 trees and test one apple
from each tree.”

a) Whose suggestion gives a sample that is more representative
of the apples in the orchard? Use mathematics to justify
your answer.

17. Wendy asked 40 students on the school football team if they
have ever injured themselves playing sports. Fifteen football
team members responded “Yes.” Wendy concluded that 375 of
the 1,000 students in her school have injured themselves playing
sports. Which of these explains why her conclusion is invalid?

A. computation is incorrect B. sample size is too large

C. sample is biased D. sample is random
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18. Steve is a member of the baseball team. He averages 2 hits for
every 5 times at bat. Steve might get a hit his next time at
bat. Which of these methods could not be used to simulate this
situation?

F. Flip a fair coin once. Let heads represent a hit and let tails
represent not getting a hit.

G. Use a random number generator. Let 1 and 5 represent a hit
and let 2, 3, and 4 represent not getting a hit.

H. Spin a spinner with 10 equally-sized sections. Let 4 sections
represent getting a hit and let 6 sections represent not getting
a hit.

J. Draw a marble from a bag that contains 8 red and 12 blue
marbles. Let a red marble represent getting a hit and let a
blue marble represent not getting a hit.

19. The 12th-grade class is conducting a survey to determine music
preferences for the spring dance. The class decides to survey the
first 150 students that enter the school on Monday. Which of
these best describes why this type of sampling may give biased
results?

A. The sample size is too small.

B. Students are randomly selected.

C. Not all students have the same chance to be surveyed.

D. Every other student entering the school should be surveyed.

20. Inés wants to conduct a survey to determine how many customers
see the advertisement for her store. Which of these methods
provides Inés with the most representative sample of her
customers?

F. Survey customers who live near her store.

G. Survey customers who shop at her store on weekends.

H. Survey customers who shop at her store early in the morning.

J. Survey customers who shop at her store at different times
throughout the week.

21. Minh used the graph below to show that the average cost of a
school lunch is increasing at a rapid rate.

Which of these best describes why this is a misuse of statistics?

A. The cost of a school lunch is actually decreasing.

B. A line of best fit should be used instead of a line graph.

C. The graph should not include the years where the cost stayed
the same.

D. The years should be placed on the horizontal axis to show
how the average cost of a school lunch changes over time.

22. The following line graph shows the test scores for 10 students on
a unit exam.

Which shape most accurately describes these data?

F. The data are skewed to the left.

G. The data are skewed to the right.

H. a bimodal or “U”-shaped curve

J. a normal or “bell”-shaped curve
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23. Milo is conducting a poll concerning people’s favorite form of
entertainment. Which location should he choose to obtain the
least biased sample?

A. a concert B. a movie theater

C. a football game D. a grocery store

24. A student wants to determine the most liked professor at her
college.

Which type of study would be the most practical to obtain this
information?

F. a simulation G. an experiment

H. a survey J. an observation

25. A town has 685 households. The number of people per household
is normally distributed with a mean, µ, of 3.67 and a standard
deviation, σ, of 0.34. Approximately how many households have
between 2.99 and 4.01 people?

A. 493 households B. 520 households

C. 558 households D. 575 households

26. The scores on a recent test are normally distributed. John’s test
score of 69 was 1 standard deviation below the mean. Betty’s test
score of 99 was 3 standard deviations above the mean.

What are the mean and standard deviation for the test score
distribution?

F. The mean is 76.5, and the standard deviation is 7.5.

G. The mean is 79, and the standard deviation is 10.

H. The mean is 84, and the standard deviation is 15.

J. The mean is 91, and the standard deviation is 2.5.

27. A pharmaceutical company is creating a new cholesterol drug to
prevent heart disease. The company must collect data by testing
the drug before it is approved. Which would be the best method
of data collection?

A. experimental study B. observational study

C. simulation D. survey

28. The school principal plans to buy new equipment for the school’s
playground. He wants to know what equipment will be most
popular for the students, but he does not have time to survey all
the students in the school.

Which group should the principal survey to get the best results?

F. a group of 50 parents

G. all the first-graders

H. five students from each class

J. 30 boys in the cafeteria

29. Alan will be gathering data about the temperature.

Which part of Alan’s data collection plan should come first?

A. create a graph to display the data

B. record the data

C. choose a place and time to collect the data each day

D. interpret the data

30. Robin is interested in knowing what fruit is most popular among
her classmates. She plans to survey her classmates.

Which question should the survey include to get the best results?

F. Do you like fruit?

G. What fruit do you like with your cereal?

H. What is your favorite kind of fruit?

J. Do you like apples more than bananas?
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1.
Answer: 64

2.
Answer: J

3.
Answer: C

4.
Answer: F

5.
Answer: D

6.
Answer: J

7.
Answer: D

8.
Answer: J

9.
Answer: D

10.
Answer: J

11.
Answer: C

12.
Answer: Possible response is to measure the

amount of marshmallows in one cup and
multiply by 8.

13.
Answer: D

14.
Answer: J

15.
Answer: D

16.
Answer:

17.
Answer: C

18.
Answer: F

19.
Answer: C

20.
Answer: J

21.
Answer: D

22.
Answer: J

23.
Answer: D

24.
Answer: H

25.
Answer: C

26.
Answer: F

27.
Answer: A

28.
Answer: H

29.
Answer: C

30.
Answer: H


